Owner/Handler and Breeder/Owner/Handler Point System
(Revised 12-06-2013)

18 points
BOB – ABdFC National Specialty

16 points
BOS – ABdFC National Specialty
BOB – ABdFC recognized regional specialty
BIS@ all-breed show with entry of 1,200+

14 points
Select Dog/Bitch – ABdFC National Specialty
BOS – ABdFC recognized regional specialty

12 points
Award of Merit – ABdFC National Specialty
Select Dog/Bitch - ABdFC recognized regional specialty
BIS@ all-breed show with entry of between 1000-1199

10 points
Award of Merit - ABdFC recognized regional specialty
Grand Championship (per level – grand, bronze, silver, gold and platinum)
BIS@ all-breed show with entry of 800 – 999
Reserve BIS @ all-breed with entry of 1,000 -1,199

8 points
BOB @ all-breed show with Bouvier entry of 35+
Herding Group 1st
BIS@ all-breed show with entry of 799 and under
Reserve BIS @ all-breed with entry of 999 and under

5 points
BOB @ all-breed show with Bouvier entry of 21-34
Herding Group 2nd
3 points
BOB @ all-breed show with Bouvier entry of 13-20
Herding Group 3rd

2 points
BOB @ all-breed show with Bouvier entry of 6-12
Herding Group 4th

1 point
BOB @ all-breed show with Bouvier entry of 5 and under

* Points for Group and Breed awards at the small breed show are additive.

* The word "dog" used above is to indicate either a dog or a bitch.

* Qualifying scores shall be verified with copies of the AKC report records and verified by the Committee Chairman plus one other ABdFC Board Member.

* More than one dog/bitch owned by the same person may be used to calculate point, as long as a separate tally sheet & AKC record report are submitted.